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About us

It has long since become the norm to expect high quality outdoor clothing for hikers and campers. Companies who used
to exclusively supply mountain climbers and extreme sports,
offer these days a great variety of fashionable and highly
functional clothing to meet all expectations and applications.
When it came to dogs, this development was lagging behind.
Whilst the quantity of dog jackets increased steadily, functionality and quality of the materials seemed to be of little concern.
BIGDOG24 supplies dog clothing of approved long-lasting outdoor quality, catering also for the visual appeal and ergonomic
design. This has been the clear aim for all of us at BIGDOG24
for the last decade. We are proud to present our own label in
dog clothing, STOCK+STEIN® WEAR.
Together with a manufacturer for outdoor sports wear, who
also produces the equipment for the national teams for
various winter sports, we designed and developed a dog coat
collection which matches the quality and meets the requirements, of the leading textile manufacturers in the extreme
sports industry.
All jackets are manufactured in Europe, using most advanced
high-tech materials such as SympaTex® Performance and
PrimaLoft® Gold, with much consideration for ecological
aspects. Much thought was given to all of the designs in this
collection, as well as to the quality and functionality of the
garments. These jackets are made to withstand the widest
range of weather conditions, some can even be combined.
Dog jackets supplied by STOCK+STEIN® WEAR combine optimal breathability, windresistance and have a watercolumn of
more than 20.000 mm. Their materials are also extremely tear
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and rip resistant. (Please consult the catalogue, the various
models and individual descriptions).
Even after strenuous use and frequent washing, the pore-less
membrane retains all of its functionality. STOCK+STEIN® only
uses hypoallergenic materials which are Oeko-Tex® Standard
100 and bluesign® certified.
Apart from the classic line of the STOCK+STEIN® collection, we
also offer seasonal patterns and colours in a Special Edition.
Due to these high quality standards we have attained a
unique position in this market, which we constantly strive
to expand.

Detailed information can be found on the following pages
regarding the materials used, functionality, models and
ecological characteristics of our STOCK+STEIN® dog wear.
We will gladly answer your questions personally. Suggestions are most welcome and we look forward to a prosperous cooperation.

Sales Contact:
info@bigdog24.de
www.bigdog24.de
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Facts and Features
about Dog Garments

For the longest time, clothing items for dogs were considered to be pointless fashion accessories. These days, dog
garments are recognized as a necessity for responsible dog
ownership. Many breeds have lost the thermal function of
their own coats due to breeding and domestication. This
applies to both long- and short-coated breeds, who have lost
their insulating undercoat to some degree, as well as dogs
who were bred to live in quite different climates and hence
are not equipped to cope with our weather.
Dogs lose body temperature rather quickly because of this,
and get drenched more quickly during wet weather. When it
is cold, wind and rain can quickly cause all the symptoms of
a bad cold, such as bacterial infections, bladder infections,
tonsillitis and worse illnesses, much the same as in humans.
The risk is even greater during autumn and winter, when
there is a marked difference between indoor and outdoor
temperatures.
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In principle the argument that a healthy dog will build up
and maintain his body temperature during a brisk walk, is
quite correct. Except that many dogs are walked on lead and
they are therefore not active enough to maintain the required body temperature. Small dogs‘ bodies are low to the
ground and because of that they can catch the cold of the
ground temperature far quicker. The ground is always 2 – 3
degrees colder than the air temperature. The cold therefore
reaches their sensitive stomach area and the vital organs
particularly fast. Older and weakened dogs usually move less
and more slowly, due to age-related aches and pains in bones and muscles, as well as arthrosis. They too are at a higher risk of catching a chill. Muscle strains and injuries in dogs
due to the cold temperatures also happen quite frequently.
Just like a sportsman keeps himself warm after training to
prevent fast chilling, this should also be avoided with dogs
after vigorous, strenuous exercise.

The use of Dog Coats is
sensible if...
… your dog has physical limitations and can therefore move
less than normal.
… your dogs‘ ability to move is limited due to age, ill-health,
such as problems with their bones, their spine, kidneys
or bladder.
… your puppy was born in autumn.
… your dog is small or your dog’s body is low to the ground.
… your dog has very little or no undercoat, or its thermal
functionality is limited.
… your dog’s coat is suitable for warmer climates.
… your dog is mostly walked on lead and can therefore not
maintain/regulate its body temperature.
… your dog takes part in dog sports and needs to be kept
warm during and after training.
… you have to leave your dog inside a cold car frequently.
... etc.

Our Materials
Highest Performance &
maximum Ecology

For its collection STOCK+STEIN® WEAR only uses materials of
world leading and established manufacturers like SympaTex®
and PrimaLoft®. The STOCK+STEIN® WEAR System provides
you a well-thought-out and optimally adapted rain- and
outdoor-jacket for highest demand and performance. Made
in Europe, all products are well tolerated for the environment
and people and thereby deliver the best performance in the
field of sustainability.
The outer layer of outdoor wear has a demanding task:
On the one hand it must be optimal breathable whilst, at
the same time, it must protect from wet and cold from the
outside. SympaTex® concentrates fully on this layer. With top
performance and maximum protection, comfort and perfect
functionality together with ecological responsibility.
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The compact hydrophilic membrane is optimal breathable
but at the same time durably waterproof. Due to the poreless
system the material is easy to take care of, it is insensitive to
dirt and detergent residue and keeps its function even after
multiple washings.
SympaTex® also manages to combine ecology and high-tech.
The membrane is 100% recyclable – like a PET bottle – but
it is free of PTFE and PFC and certified as non-toxic textile
product.

The Benefits of SympaTex®
at a Glance:
Highest Performance:
· 100% waterproof (>20.000mm)
· Optimal breathable
· 100% windproof
· Dynamic climate control
· Extremely hard-wearing

Maximum Ecology:
· 100% recyclable membrane
· Perfectly safe polyether/ester
· PTEE free
· Bluesign® approved (membrane, laminate, tapes)
· Oeko-Tex® standard 100 certified
· flourcarbon-free treatments
· PFC-free SympaTex® products
· 100% recycled shells/backings

Our Materials
Highest Performance &
maximum Ecology

PrimaLoft® is the most advanced insulation material that is
currently available on the market and is made of very thin
polyester microfibers that mimic the structure of downs.
PrimaLoft® offers superior performance and protection for
high-quality, cold-weather and all-season clothes and for
accessories, footwear, bedding and pet clothing.
PrimaLoft® is incredibly soft, lightweight, breathable, highly
compressible and has excellent water repellency. Even under
extreme or changing weather conditions it remains comfortably dry and warm.
To this day, the PrimaLoft® range includes a series of advanced products that offer the highest standards of insulation
materials. We, STOCK+STEIN® WEAR rely on PrimaLoft® GOLD
for our products, which provides all the general advantages of
PrimaLoft®. In addition, PrimaLoft® GOLD absorbs three times
less water, is in a dry state by 14% and 24% warmer when
wet than other synthetic insulation materials.
PrimaLoft and Sustainability
As for the production of PrimaLoft® no chemicals are used (the
synthetic raw materials are processed thermally and mechanically). PrimaLoft® is both safe manufacture and use and is
therefore certified to Oeko-Tex® Standard 100 and bluesign®.
®
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The bluesign® certification ensures brands, retailers and
consumers that certified products are well tolerated for the
environment and people and thereby deliver the best performance. This certification demonstrates once more the use of
PrimaLoft® in the field of sustainability. A commitment which
has characterized the company‘s philosophy since its founding. The bluesign® standard is one of the world‘s most respected environmental certifications that each product component, ranging from raw materials and chemical components
to the consumption of natural resources and health standards
in the workplace examined to eliminate the use of potentially
harmful substances in the textile industry, without thereby
compromising the functionality, quality or design of products.
The Oeko-Tex® Standard 100 is available since 1992 for textile
confidence and textile products signaled proper health of all
kinds to interested end users the Oeko-Tex® label the additional benefits of tested safety for skin-friendly clothing and
other textile products.
Confidence in textiles - an international synonym for responsible textile production - from raw material to finished product
on the shelves. For industry and commerce along the textile
chain, as well as for users of fashionable, functional and colorful textiles – and PrimaLoft® is a must for the production of
high quality insulation materials.

Fast Drying
The Benefits of PrimaLoft®
at a Glance:
Highest Performance:
· Very light and soft
· Has excellent water repellent properties
· Is warm and cozy even when wet
· Dries quickly (much faster than down)
· Long service life, abrasion resistance
· Compressible and small packing
· Breathable and windproof
· Very easy to clean – technical quality retained even with maschine washing and tumble drying
Maximum Ecology:
· Flourcarbon-free treatments
· Oeko-Tex® Standard 100 certified and bluesign®

Breathable

Wind Resistant

Water Resistant

NEW Convexion TechnologyTM Fibers

Compressible
Thermally Efficient

Function &
Quality Features
Waterproofness

Features like waterproofness, breathability, windproofness
and tear-strength are the main criteria for choosing high quality outdoor clothing. But how can those values be interpreted
and what exactly do they state?
Waterproofness and water column
The waterproofness is measured on the basis of the water
column under the pressure of which the material starts to
allow water through it. If the water enters with a column
high of 3 meters the waterproofness is declared 3.000mm.
According to DIN-Norm a material with 1.300mm is claimed
as waterproof but as proven by EMPA in a testing of functional jackets a material is only really waterproof starting at
4.000mm.
Glass Cylinder
SympaTex®-Membran:
> 45.000 mm

Water

Waterproof
SympaTex Performance which is used for
STOCK+STEIN® WEAR
is beyond those results,
with a water column of
more than 20.000 our
jackets are declared
extremely waterproof.
®
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EN 343 Norm: 1.300 mm
Membran

Function &
Quality Features
Breathability & RET

How to measure breathability
The RET value (resistance to evaporating heat transfer) is used
as a value to measure breathability. This is the resistance that a
material has to water vapour. The more your body sweats, the
more moisture the membrane can transport outwards.
The effectiveness of „Smart Dynamic Membrane Technology“
therefore increases dynamically and on the basis of need.
A RET value of less than 6 is described as very good breathability. Due to SympaTex® membrane STOCK+STEIN® WEAR
achieves absolutely top values with RET values of up to 0.5.

Breathable
Thanks to
SympaTex® membrane all
STOCK+STEIN® WEAR
garments achieve
peak values of
up to 0,5 RET.

RET 0 bis 6 = Very good water vapor permeability
(extreme breathability)
RET 6 bis 13 = Good water vapor permeability
(high breathability)
RET 13 bis 20 = Satisfactorily water vapor
permeability (breathable)

Function &
Quality Features
Windproof

Why a good jacket has to be windproof
The wind removes the warming layer of air from around the
body. The perceived temperature is lower than the actual
temperature – called wind chill effect. The SympaTex® membrane is 100% windproof, pursuant to DIN EN ISO 9237 and
prevents any drop in performance.
This functional property of our STOCK+STEIN® WEAR is important to avoid the wind chill effect, the subjective feeling of
feeling cold in the wind.

Windproof
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Function &
Quality Features
Tear Strength

Tear strength and tensile strength as a criteria
STOCK+STEIN® WEAR dog gear equals the quality standards which is found in high quality outdoor wear for humans. One criteria is the high tear and tensile strength our
models provide. Rainmaster and Wintermaster on top are
equipped with extra rip-stop-technic. Extremely sharp items
such as barbed wire can damage a jacket. Rip-stop prevents the propagation of the tear especially when moving.
Tensile strength describes the power (in Newton) needed
to rip the material apart and tear strength the force (also
in Newton) needed to propagate the tear. With more than
800 Newton tensile strength and 20 Newton tear strength
STOCK+STEIN® WEAR belongs into the highest quality
category used for the SympaTex® Performance standards.

The STOCK+STEIN® WEAR
RAINMASTER

The STOCK+STEIN® WEAR RAINMASTER combines ergonomic
design with the highest quality in order to perfectly protect
your dog against rain and wind (windchill-effect i.e. with little
wind speed the actual temperature felt is much colder).
The outline of the STOCK+STEIN® WEAR RAINMASTER clings
perfectly to the body of the dog and renders a high comfort
level. The ergonomic cut-holes for the dog‘s legs allow for
high mobility and together with the adaptable belly guard,
protection against wetness and dirt is provided in these areas.
The RAINMASTER moulds gently over the dog‘s croup and
retains its position even during extreme movement and thanks
to its special cut, the sensitive loin and croup areas are guarded against becoming chilled during movement.
By using a solid slider, the jacket can be fitted with one single
hand movement, thus ensuring optimal protection by not
allowing dirt and wetness to enter via the neckline.
The lengthened collar even protects long-haired dogs against
dirt. In order to prevent injuries caused by snagging, no hooks
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or loops are used on this adaptable collar. The RAINMASTER
can be closed with a High Performance Outdoor hook-andpile fastener, (delivery ex works) or by an optional, robust clip,
which can be sewn in easily. Both versions can be adjusted to
size. The clip model offers an extra 50% to the closing volume, which might be required for extra strong dogs.
For use with a harness, you can separate the prepared vent
beneath the threefold seam with the STOCK+STEIN® WEAR
sticklogo.
Reflective edging on your STOCK+STEIN® WEAR RAINMASTER
ensures visibility in the dark.
The STOCK+STEIN® WEAR SYSTEM offers another feature – with the button-in step vest COLDMASTER your
STOCK+STEIN® WEAR RAINMASTER turns into the
4-SEASONS-MASTER keeping your dog warm in severe cold.
Thanks to PrimaLoft® Gold the antistatic step vest COLDMASTER fits below your STOCK+STEIN® WEAR RAINMASTER
without looking bulky. Due to the waterproof YKK® buttons
water inlet is impossible.

Classic
RAINMASTER

Phantom

Taffy

Special Edition
RAINMASTER

Seals

Chocolate

Rose

Fishbone

Curitiba

8

The STOCK+STEIN® WEAR
RAINMASTER
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3
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10
6
5
9
1
2
3
4
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7
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Obermaterial SympaTex® PERFORMANCE
Optimale Kruppenpassform

1 upper material SympaTex® PERFORMANCE
High-Performance-Klettverschluss
2 optimized croup fit
(auf Wunsch kann ein Umrüstungsset mit Clipverschluss gesendet werden)
3 highly reflective edging
Ergonomischer Beinausschnitt
4 hook-and-pile fastener (optional clip fastener available)
Langer Halskragen für maximalen Schutz vor Nässe und Schmutz
5 ergonomic
cut
for legangepasst
hole
Halsweite
wird mittels
Schieber
6 lengthened collar protects against dirt and wetness
7 collar adjustable
8 no hooks or loops to avoid snagging

8
Keine Schlaufen – kein Hängenbleiben
9
Breiter, passgenauer Bauchlatz für Rüden und Hündinnen
10
YKK®
Knöpfe
9 broad
and wasserdichte
custom fit belly
guard
11
® Kann an der vorbereiteten Stelle unter dem 3-fach-Falz getrennt werden,
10 YKK waterproof knobs

11 for using a harness you can separate the prepared vent
12
Mit dem eingeknöpften COLDMASTER wird der RAINMASTER zur
beneath
the threefold seam
Outdoor Winterjacke
12 with a few simple steps the button-in step vest
COLDMASTER turns your STOCK+STEIN® WEAR
RAINMASTER into an outdoor winter jacket

Brief Summary of features:

· 100% waterproof – water column >20.000 mm
· 100% windproof
· Optimal breathable – RET up to 0,5
· Excellent tensile strength 850N (K) / 500N (S)
· Additional rip-stop-technic
· Protected leash hole for use with harness
· High-Tech 3-layer-laminate
· Machine-washable 40°C
· Ergonomic cut
· Optimized fit even in movement
· Adjustable collar, free of loops
· Highly reflective edging
· YKK® waterproof buttons
· Modification from hook-and-pile to clip closing possible
· Oeko-Tex®-Standard 100
· Made in Europe

The STOCK+STEIN® WEAR
COLDMASTER
High-tech Step Vest for
additional warmth – for buttoning
into RAINMASTER

With a few simple steps the button-in step vest STOCK+STEIN®
WEAR COLDMASTER turns your RAINMASTER into the
4-SEASONS-MASTER, keeping your dog warm in the severe cold.
The antistatic vest, STOCK+STEIN® WEAR COLDMASTER,
fits perfectly, thanks to PrimaLoft® Gold insulation under the
RAINMASTER, without being woolly or bulky. PrimaLoft® Gold
is warmer, wet or dry, than any other synthetic insulation. It
is as warm, soft and compressible as down, but dries faster.
Of course PrimaLoft® Gold is breathable and water resistant.
Maximum support and protection against a breakout of the
fibers and for a close fit provides the soft, skin-friendly F.O.V.
active outdoor sports material.
COLDMASTER was developed as a warming extension module
for turning your RAINMASTER into a winterjacket. It can be
worn by itself, for example, when the dog is sitting in a cold
car, however, it was not designed to be worn alone during
outdoor activities.
The COLDMASTER can be worn over a harness - accessed
through a hole in the vest, or it can be worn separately by
using the supplied closure strap.
Environmental sustainability is also a major priority for
PrimaLoft®. Therefore they are OekoTex® standard 100 and
bluesign® certified.
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COLDMASTER
High-tech step vest for additional warmth –
for buttoning into Rainmaster

The STOCK+STEIN® WEAR
COLDMASTER

5

High-tech Step Vest for
additional warmth – for buttoning
into RAINMASTER

3

1

4

2

1
2
3
4
5
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insulation Material PrimaLoft® GOLD / Upper F.O.V. High Tech Micro (water-repellent / breathable / antistatic)
dynamic, small stitch pattern, keeps insulation in its place
extra closing strip if used without RAINMASTER
YKK® waterproof buttons
opening for leash

Brief Summary of features:

· As warm, soft and compressible as down – but dries faster!
· Keeps warm even when wet
· Extremely lightweight, breathable and windresistent
· Superior water resistance
· Excellent thermal efficiency
· Internationally leading synthetic insulation
· Maschine-washable & suitable for dryer
· Oeko-Tex® Standard 100 and bluesign® certified

The STOCK+STEIN® WEAR
4-SEASONS-MASTER

The STOCK+STEIN® WEAR 4-SEASONS-MASTER is unique in
its quality, function and design. This was the finding of the
jury of the world-renowned Red Dot Award: Product Design
2014 when they awarded the sought-after Reddot Award
Winner 2014 to our dog clothing combination.
Consisting of STOCK+STEIN® WEAR RAINMASTER and COLDMASTER, your dog is protected optimally against all kinds of
weather-based influences. Whether a light drizzle or heavy
rain, a mild breeze or strong wind, in snow and below zero
temperatures – you can select the perfect coat for your dog
for each scenario. The quality of both parts of the 4-SeasonMaster is of the same level as human outdoor clothing!
The RAINMASTER is manufactured from SympaTex® Performance, which provides perfect protection from rain, snow
and wind yet still has breathability and is free from allergenic
substances and pollutants. The ergonomic design of the RAINMASTER affords maximal freedom of movement and a superb
fit. Even with high levels of activity the jacket will hardly shift,
will not slip or flutter, and thus prevents the dog from constantly chilling out or getting wet.
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The COLDMASTER is a high-end padded coat, which can easily
be buttoned into the RAINMASTER when temperatures drop,
or when the dog simply requires additional warmth. Containing
PrimaLoft® GOLD, the world-leading insulation material, this
jacket meets today’s requirements. Just to mention a few: lightweight, soft, warm – even when wet, high compressible and
machine washable. All this, without losing its functionability.
Both models of the STOCK+STEIN® WEAR 4-SEASONS-MASTER are of course also top class when it comes to ecology and
sustainability. Free from pollutants and allergenic substances,
from manufacture, right through to wear. Both models are
certified Oeko-Tex® Standard 100 as well as bluesign®.
You can find further information about the individual modules
of the 4-Seasons-Master sets at:
STOCK+STEIN WEAR RAINMASTER
STOCK+STEIN WEAR COLDMASTER

Brief Summary of features:

· Protects your dog perfectly against all kinds of
weather conditions
· Offers all advantages of RAINMASTER and COLDMASTER
· Washable
· Oeko-Tex® standard 100 and bluesign® certified
· Made in Europe

The STOCK+STEIN® WEAR
WINTERMASTER

A high-end winter coat for dogs according to the demands of
premium human clothing is hard to find. The STOCK+STEIN®
WEAR WINTERMASTER combines ergonomic design with the
highest quality in order to perfectly protect your dog against
rain, wind and severe cold. On the inside an extremely thin
layer of the world leading insulation – PrimaLoft® Gold keeps
your dog warm. That way the sensitive chest area with all the
organs and the main muscles are protected from the cold.
For its collection STOCK+STEIN® WEAR only uses materials of
world leading and established manufacturers like SympaTex®
and PrimaLoft®. The STOCK+STEIN® WEAR - System provides
a perfected and optimal adapted rain-, winter- and outdoorcombination for highest demand and performance. 100%
wind- and waterproof with optimal breathability and excellent
thermal efficiency – that way the dog is perfectly protected
against unpleasant weather conditions.
The outline of the STOCK+STEIN® WEAR WINTERMASTER
clings perfectly to the body of the dog and renders a high
comfort level. The ergonomic cut-holes for the dog‘s legs allow
for high mobility and together with the adaptable belly guard,
protection against wetness and dirt is provided in these areas.
The WINTERMASTER moulds gently over the dog‘s croup
and retains its position even during extreme movement and
thanks to its special cut, the sensitive loin and croup areas
are guarded against becoming chilled during movement. It
also keeps the dog warm while it has to sit in a cold car or
during training breaks.
By using a solid slider, the jacket can be fitted with one single
hand movement, thus ensuring optimal protection by not
allowing dirt and wetness to enter via the neckline.
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The lengthened collar even protects long-haired dogs against
dirt. In order to prevent injuries caused by snagging, no hooks
or loops are used on this adaptable collar. The WINTERMASTER can be closed with a high Performance outdoor hookand-pile fastener, (delivery ex works) or by an optional, robust
clip, which can be sewn in easily. Both versions can be adjusted to size. The clip model offers an extra 50% to the closing
volume, which might be required for extra strong dogs.
For use with a harness, you can separate the prepared vent
beneath the threefold seam with the STOCK+STEIN® WEAR
stick logo.

Classic
WINTERMASTER

Phantom

Taffy

Special Edition
WINTERMASTER

Seals

Chocolate

Rose

8

The STOCK+STEIN® WEAR
WINTERMASTER
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upper material SympaTex® PERFORMANCE
optimized croup fit
highly reflective edging
hook-and-pile fastener (optional clip fastener available)
ergonomic cut for leg hole
lengthened collar protects against dirt and wetness
collar adjustable

8 no hooks or loops to avoid snagging
9 broad and custom fit belly guard
10 for using a harness you can separate the prepared vent
beneath the threefold seam
11 insulation Material PrimaLoft® GOLD / F.O.V. High Tech
Micro (breathable / antistatic)

Brief Summary of features:
· 100% waterproof – water column >20.000 mm
· 100% windproof
· Optimal breathable – RET up to 0,5
· Excellent tensile strength 850N (K) / 500N (S)
· Additional rip-stop-technic
· As warm, soft and compressible as down – but dries faster!
· Excellent thermally efficiency
· Protected leash hole for use with harness
· High-Tech 3-layer-laminate
· Machine-washable 40°C
· Ergonomic cut
· Optimized fit even in movement
· Adjustable collar, free of loops
· Highly reflecting edging
· Modification from hook-and-pile to clip closing possible
· Oeko-Tex®-Standard 100
· Made in Europe

The STOCK+STEIN® WEAR
WINDMASTER

The STOCK+STEIN® WEAR WINDMASTER is the perfect allround-wind-and-weather protection for your dog. Designed
as a touring-jacket it covers a large range of unpredictable
weather conditions on long trips, specially the windchill-effect.
The contour of the STOCK+STEIN® WEAR WINDMASTER
clings to the dog‘s body and provides a comfortable fit due to
16% stretch in the material. The ergonomic-cut leg holes give
your dog freedom of movement and protection in conjunction
with the belly pad, which protects the sensitive underbelly
from moisture and dirt. The 3-layered waterproof material has
an inner soft fleece layer and protects against cold and windchill-effect. Please note that the seams cannot be taped, due
to the fleece and are therefore waterresistent.
The WINDMASTER moulds gently over the dog‘s croup and
retains its position even during extreme movement and thanks
to its special cut, the sensitive loin and croup areas are guarded against becoming chilled during movement.
The extended collar even protects long-haired dogs from dirt.
To prevent injury by hanging, snagging etc., the adjustable
collar has neither lugs nor loops. The individual settings can
be adjusted by a robust slider so that both sides can be set
with a single handle, thus ensuring optimal protection against
dirt and moisture.
The WINDMASTER is closed with a waterproof YKK® zipper
on the back and individual adjustment of the waist by two
slides. The use of hooks and loops has been avoided.
Reflective edging on your STOCK+STEIN® WEAR WINDMASTER ensures visibility in the dark.
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The STOCK+STEIN® WEAR
WINDMASTER

4
1

7
8

1
2
3
4
5
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6

SympaTex® WINDMASTER (inside soft fleece)
optimized croup fit
highly reflective edging
waterproof YKK® zipper
ergonomic cut for leg hole

2

3

9

5

6
7
8
9

lengthened collar protects against dirt and wetness
collar adjustable
no hooks or loops to avoid snagging
broad and custom fit belly guard

Brief Summary of features:

· 100% windproof
· Optimal breathable – RET up to 0,5
· Excellent tensile strengh 950N (K) / 450N (S)
· Protects from hypothermia and windchill-effect
· High-Tech 3-layer-laminat
· Warming fleece-layer inside
· Waterproof YKK zipper
· Machine-washable 40°C
· 16% Elastan
· Ergonomic cut
· Optimized fit even in movement
· Adjustable collar, free of loops
· Highly reflecting edging
· Oeko-Tex®-Standard 100
· Made in Europe

The STOCK+STEIN® WEAR
HEAvy-DuTy-MASTER

The Heavy-Duty-Master conforms to the strict regulations und
norms for work- and protective clothing, such as EN 343 and
EN 471. Apart from being highly wind-resistant, waterproof
and having excellent breathability, it also provides special protection from oils, fuels and abrasion resistant.
We will be glad to give you individual information on this
custom-made coat.
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Brief Summary of features:

·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Waterproof
Wind-resistant
High breathability
Tear proof (tear resistant)
Protects from oil and fuels (ISO 1817 A + ISO 1817 F)
Abrasion resistant Martindale (ISO 12947-2)
etc.

Performance Clothing
for Dogs

Quality will always prevail. This has always been the philosophy and commitment of all who work with STOCK+STEIN®
WEAR. Due to our insistence on using only first class materials, excellence in manufacture and consideration for ecological aspects, we can offer dog clothing of a new standard.
We continue to follow this path in order to meet your expectations. You will be excited about our range and quality!
The satisfaction of our customers is our greatest incentive to
keep up these high standards in the future.
Please take note of the washing instructions, in order to
keep the funktionality and high performance of your dog’s
garment.
Each STOCK+STEIN® WEAR coat comes with a detailed care
brochure and carries an international care label.
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Care instructions for
Stock + Stein® Wear

A real plus for the SympaTex® membrane – it has no pores
and instead works on a purely chemical and physical principle.
The hydrophilic (water-attracting) components of the SympaTex® membrane absorb moisture from the body and transport
it to the outside so that it can evaporate. At the same time
the poreless structure of the membrane prevents the ingress of rain. This means clothing which features SympaTex®
products are extremely easy to look after. Since unlike porous
membranes the SympaTex® membrane cannot be blocked by
either sweat (salt crystals) or dirt. That means washing the
garments each time after wearing is not necessary in order to
maintain the function of the membrane. Detergent tensides
can also not affect the poreless membrane which means that
the garments retain their full performance even after frequent washing. So it does not matter whether you wash the
garments more or less often – 100% function and optimal
breathability remain guaranteed.

WASHING
· See care label. Windmaster: please close zipper.
· Easily washable at 40ºC (Rainmaster and Windmaster) and
30ºC (Wintermaster and Coldmaster) using a gentle cycle
· Low load volume
· Fine detergent or special detergent for functional textiles
· Do not use standard detergent with optical brighteners
or bleach
· Do not use softener (it will damage the impregnation)
· Reduced spin speed (easy care)

DRY CLEANING (only Rainmaster and Windmaster)
· Dry cleaning is possible but not necessary
· See care label
DRYING
· We recommend the use of a tumble drier as it activates the
impregnation
· Dry at a low temperature and at low speed
IRONING
(only Rainmaster and Windmaster – not
Wintermaster and Coldmaster!)
· Ironing reactivates the impregnation. The iron temperature
should not exceed 110°C (1 dot / 1st setting)
REIMPREGNATION (except Coldmaster)
· Washing and/or rain will wash out the impregnation of the
upper material. Reimpregnate the upper material as soon as
the water ceases to form beads
· Apply spray-on impregnation product to the outside of
the damp or dry garment (recommended) or add
wash-in impregnation product to the washing machine
instead of softener
· Then dry in the tumble drier. The heat will help the impregnation product to condense and will improve its
water-repellent effect
· Reimpregnation is also possible in dry cleaning cycle

Cord Stopper, Conversion Kit
& Opening for Harness

Cord Stopper – Picture A
The collar of the Rainmaster, Wintermaster and of the Windmaster (here also the waist) can be individually adjusted. The
ends of the elastic cords are cased in a plastic cap. If the cord
is too long for the dog it can be cut to the preferred length.
The cap can be opened with a letter opener or similar tool
and clicked back at the end of the cord.

Conversion Kit – Picture B
Please take the RAINMASTER to a tailor for the conversion of
velcro on clip closure.
· Unplug the „2“ marked velcro straps and thread from one
side of the clip.
· The other side of the clip is sewn to the strap of webbing
supplied to the D-ring „1“.

Open the opening for harness – Picture C
(or line)
· Turn the jacket inside out so that you can see the logo on
the back (tri-fold).
· You see a tripartite joint – outside each double seamed
· Carefully disconnect the central part of the simple seam as
shown on the figure marked
· Please note that despite the tri-fold possibly rain/moisture
could penetrate through the opening
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A)

B)

C)

The right measuring
Please measure from the beginning of the
back to the point slightly after the tail set.

Size
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Size

Specification

A

B

C

D

Windmaster
XXS

10cm

43cm

34cm

ca. 50cm

XS

10cm

43cm

38cm

ca. 52cm

XS+

10,5cm

46cm

42cm

ca. 60cm

S

11cm

50cm

46,5cm

ca. 63cm

S+

11,5cm

54cm

51cm

ca. 68cm

11,5cm

49cm

52,5cm

ca. 56cm

Teckel

Teckelsize

M

12,5cm

56cm

57cm

ca. 72cm

M+

13cm

60cm

61cm

ca. 80cm

L

13,5cm

64cm

65cm

ca. 85cm

L+

14cm

66cm

71cm

ca. 90cm

XL

14,5cm

69cm

75cm

ca. 98cm

XL+

15cm

70cm

81cm

ca. 105cm

XXL

16cm

74cm

86cm

ca. 110cm

XXL+

16cm

78cm

94cm

ca. 115cm

All values are approximate values without guarantee

C

A

B

D
A = length of neck
B = max. neck size
C = length of back
D = size (elastic material)

Size Chart
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Size

Specification

A

B

C

Rainmaster & Wintermaster
XXS

12cm

43cm

34cm

XS

12cm

43cm

38cm

XS+

12,5cm

46cm

42cm

S

13cm

50cm

46,5cm

S+

13,5cm

54cm

51cm

14cm

47cm

52,5cm

Teckel

Order Coldmaster
always in the same size
as Rainmaster!

Teckelsize

M

14,5cm

56cm

57cm

M+

15cm

58cm

61cm

L

15,5cm

62cm

65cm

L+

16cm

65cm

71cm

XL

17cm

68cm

75cm

XL+

17,5cm

71cm

81cm

XXL

18cm

74cm

86cm

XXL+

18cm

76cm

94cm

A

C

All values are approximate values without guarantee

B

A = length of neck
B = max. neck size
C = length of back

Order, Shipping &
sales promotion

BIGDOG24 Wholesaler for high quality dog gear.
With STOCK+STEIN® WEAR you will provide your customers
with premium class dog clothing. Take advantage of this USP
and our high standards and become an authorized supplier.
The unique quality of our dog coats is normally only found in
human clothing. Our range covers all of the requirements of
your demanding clients, their dogs will be protected from all
kinds of bad weather.
Our Classic Line Colours as well as the seasonally Special Editions make our collection particularly appealing. You will have
professional point-of-sale material at your disposal, all items
are supplied in classy packaging.
Your advantages:
· Professional dealers order system
· Real time stock and price feedback
· High quality POS material
· No minimum orders
· UPS shipping every working day with tracking
· Quick-ship: same day dispatch if ordered by 11:00
· Express ordering system
· Qualified and authorised dealer index
· High stock levels (NOS)
· Cross-media consumer advertising in the upmarket will
guide customers directly to you (inserts, adverts, PR...)
Please do not hesitate to contact us should you have
any questions.
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High quality
dog model for
presentation

Classic packaging

®
EAR
TEIN W
nde

STOCK+S

ce
Performan

Bekleidung

für Hu

OG24.De

www.BIGD

Catalogs, inserts,
ads, PR ...

Tape Measure:
Measuring help
for size
determination,
Giveaway

Sales:

BIGDOG24 GmbH & Co. KG
Einsiedl 59 1/9
D-82432 Walchensee
Hotline
Deutschland / Östereich / Schweiz:
+49 1805 244364
14 ct/min German landline
max. 42 ct / min German mobile network

F: +49 89 608246-73
info@bigdog24.de
www.bigdog24.de

STOCK+STEIN® WEAR
A brand of Stock+STEIN® GmbH

WWW.BIGDOG24.DE

www.stock-stein-wear.de

